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Budget:

$1,500 / mo

Publisher:

Facebook Ads

Data:

3 months

Objective:

Lead Generation

The client wanted to acquire home buyer, renter, or seller leads in their city. They
had a brand new business page and ad account with no data, but we were still
able to help them generate 112 leads with an 84% drop in CPL over 90 days.

Exploring a New Strategy
Since the client was starting PPC with a blank slate, there was little we could to do
review their past performance and we had almost complete license to work oﬀ the
best practices our specialists have discovered over time.
In our experience, Facebook usually does a good job generating enough lead
volume for real estate clients, but we've often found the lead quality to come up a
little short. Nonetheless, we wanted to give it another shot for this client.
We considered running a conversion objective campaign to push people to a
landing page that would help to set their expectations with bold copy, weeding out
low-quality window-shoppers. However, we wanted to try something new since this
client was starting from scratch. We decided to use the messenger objective for
chatbots. Our team had created a few chatbots in the past and had seen some
pretty crazy successes with them, so it seemed like we'd have a good shot here.
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Building the Chatbot
We built this chatbot using Manychat and their JSON integration, which is how the
chatbot "form" connects to the ad. We also tried using a link that people could click
within the ad if they didn't want to use the "send message" option. We used a video
in the ad to improve our engagement, but we kept the chatbot sequence simple.
We used gated content as a hook to attract interest, providing a free list of homes in
a desired region if the user submitted their info through the chatbot. Since we were
prioritizing lead quality, we decided to ask qualifying questions before asking for
contact info just to avoid wasting everyone's time if they weren't qualiﬁed. We even
came up with a few extra questions just to make sure that the leads who made it
had the greatest likelihood of proper qualiﬁcations and interest level.

Trying Different Flows
We had to do several beta tests and patches at ﬁrst, making sure everything worked
as desired. The client's lead magnet, chatbot, integration, ad account, and business
page were all brand-new. Once we had some data moving through the system, we
were able to identify hiccups and get them straightened out quickly.
We also tested several diﬀerent question and answer ﬂows in the chatbot. Some
were more personal than others, and our goal was to ﬁgure out how to eﬀectively
move leads past any roadblocks that kept them back from subscribing. We knew
from our experience on Facebook that there would be suﬃcient demand for real
estate, so we focused on making sure that the lead ﬂow was properly dialed in. If
someone was going to drop out, we wanted to make sure that it was because they
were not properly qualiﬁed. We didn't want to lose leads without a good reason.
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Getting the Right Leads
Trusting the chatbot lead qualiﬁcation process, we chose to start with a broad
audience to ensure enough lead volume out of the gate. We considered the creative
and copy in the ad to ensure that we were targeting the right kinds of people. It was
hard making the decision to give up the lead volume in favor of lead quality, but we
knew this was a smaller ﬁrm that would be happier if we didn't overwork their sales
team trying to chase low quality leads.
This was the ﬁrst chatbot we had deployed for a real estate client, so the whole
process involved a pretty steep learning curve for our team. Thankfully these things
are always easier with experience, and we have a lot of shortcuts now.
Within the ﬁrst six days, we were able to acquire 59 leads from the chatbot! Eight of
them were fully qualiﬁed and ﬁlled out exactly the type of information our client
was looking for. We used this data to revisit our chatbot ﬂow, and we continued to
improve it as our client provided feedback about what was working well.

$1,500 / mo

112 Leads

84% Drop

Ad spend

Calls & forms

In cost per lead
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Facebook Ads Deliverables
Competitor research

Audience targeting updates

Detailed conversion tracking

Lookalike audience setup

Detailed ad extensions

Live performance dashboard

Custom audience creation

Retargeting audiences

Ad placement optimization

Ad copy and creative tests

Campaign budget updates

Bidding optimizations

Geo-targeting & day-parting

Call tracking monitoring

Campaign Management
Feel free to reach out anytime if you have questions. We are ready to help.

Contact Us Today
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